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Has anyone else noticed this here. If the guy is really interested in the lady, maybe also already in love, he probably would have felt like
a douche if he now took advantage of the situation in a sexual way. When do guys here offer to pay for drinks or dinner. We're all
similar etc. I do not want to judge about that. A man like this may even question a woman's motives if she approached him to chat.
That made it fating for them to distinguish whether the person they were interested in was really flirting or just behaving normally. Hope
I could help a bit. He kindly offered grman to take me home in his car. Individual cases vary a lot, obviously; but as a general rule, the
boy-pursues-girl-until-girl-gives-in mode of courting isn't always the norm in Germany. Or do students always split the bill. I appreciate
your advice, and yeah, Moonboot, I just have to enjoy being in a new culture. The next time you see such an ill-matched couple and
the guy is to your taste, don't hesitate to pounce on the girl, tlps "No. We don't do subtle. He wants you - thats without doubt to me. I
am fairly confident. One good friend of mine has a gf for almost 10 years now and she made tips dating german guys first move.
Couple of months ago there was a post on here by another American that couldn't understand why everybody was hugging everybody
else in Germany all the time, and getting kisses on the cheek. I'm out of my 20s now, but my German bf and I met while we were in
your "target demographic", so I feel qualified to answer. I'm the dude always pushing my guys to do it. And a lot tips dating german
guys German women would feel harrassed by a very direct approach. Add to herman a little shyness and he won't even understand
you when you are screaming at him. It was a huge detour for him. What might be considered romantic, attractive or polite in one
culture might not be well received in another. Maybe he is not familiar with that part of american I presume culture. I miss him and I'm
always "wondering". A week in advance, or possibly a month, is usually as far as we are willing to commit after a few weeks or even
months of dating. Most women will not get offended if you pay the bill, though they do not expect you to do so. Lol where are you all
hiding?
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